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to reveal, to make clear by gradual disclosure 
!' 

how to un[fold] structural I compositinal I cons~ructional 
principles at the. level of affect in ,generating new spatiallitles1 
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Abstract 

This thesis investigates a link between food security 

and rural to urban migration in the city of Cape Town. 

Philippi as a Gateway to the City of Cape Town 

for many people migrating from rural South Africa, 

especiaDy people from the Eastern Cape is therefore 

a natural site for the investigation. 

The point of departure is that the city is defined 

in relation to the landscape [agriculture being the 

generator of this landscape]. My observations are 

that when migrants come from rural settlement, 

where land is a primary source of food, through 
farming at household/community/commercial level, 

they abandon the embodied knowledge of how to 

produce a liYelihood from the land as this knowledge 

is perceived to be of little value in the city. 

The aim of this thesis is to propose an architecture 

that alows the spatial practice of the migrant, as it 

relates to food production, to become visible as a 

function of the city. 
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Position 
AJ'rf meaningful work is built on a tradition. There is 

no sensible communication in human culture without 
reference to a tradition. 

It is my belief that architectufe needs to express the 

world, not somebody's aesthetic opinions. And in 

that sense, everything returns back to tradition and 

to wtlat exists. And that also implies the vernacular 

reality which is by far the more dominant in the world 
than 8f'rJ architecture of today. 

1S 
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Introduction 
This research stems from a personal interest in 

trying to understand how the legacy of apartheid 

spatial planning continues to influence everyday life 

for many in post apartheid South Africa, particularly 

in the city of cape Town. Following from our recent 

past represented by laws seeking to separate and 

divide, it has been a concern to me for some time 

now, how to begin to re-create our cities from being 

contested terrain of exclusivity characterized !JY 
competing cultural values to places of inclusivity that 

have the capacity to accommodate a range of Vlll)'ing 

livelihoods. 

In this regard, I am drawn to Henri Lefebvre's 

(Lefebvre 1991) ideas on space. These are namely; 

Abstract space: This relates to the organisation of 

cities and to me, speaks first and foremost to the 

planning discipline. 

Represenbtlonal space: lmageability, this refers 

to how space is read as an image with meaning, by 

users. This idea of space is culturaly specific and is 

located in a particular reading of the places' history. 

Spatial .,...ctice: This idea of space relates to how 

space is produced and used in particular societies. 

This category of space can also be read as social 

space. This speaks of everyday life and therefore real 

space as it is constituted materialy. 

Lefebvre's ideas on space, often referred to as triad 

of space; most times serve as a useful conceptual 

framework within which to begin to analyses other 

prevailing ideas of space within the professional 

built environment disciplines. Within this theoretical 

framework, 1 have identified three such ideas, as 

they are relevant to the situation contemporary South 

African architectural discourse finds itself in, and also 

relate to my interest. 
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These other ideas are; 

Apicultural primacy I urban primacy: 

This idea begins to help generate thinking on how 

economies of prosperous cities have come to exist, 

and what the nature of the relationship between the 

city and its surrounds, centre and periphery ought to 

be in order to constitute a sustainable relationship. 

I have compared the traditionaly accepted view as 
according to Paul Bairoch (Bairoch 1998); Micheal 

Pacione et al (Pacione 2001) against the non
orthodox point of view as put forward by Jane Jacobs 

(Jacobs 1968) to come to a determination that in 
modem society, city economies are a prerequisite in 

order for agricultural economies to develop. In the 

context of post apartheid South African cities, this 

finding has far reaching implications against the high 

rate of urbanization experienced in the post apartheid 

South African city. 

Lefebvre's idea of abstract space serves as a useful 

concept at this point in understanding whether the 

post apartheid city, in this case Cape Town, has 
begun to accommodate the challenges arising from 

urbanization. 

Figure 2: E..._. ef ....,_.... ............. ......,. .... _ .. 
......... .-.-t_ 

Mapplna: 

For me, James Comers' (Comer 1999) account of the 

agency of mapping as a way of wot1cing, serves as 

a precedent, when seeking to spatidse Lefebvre's 

triad of space. Essentialy this process is an attempts 

to understand the existing condition through a 

representation of abstract space and spatial practice, 

taking into account seemingly unrelated factors, 

with the aim of representing previously unimagined 

spatialities and in doing so unfolding the potential 

of the place. This process of unfolding starts to gille 

clues of possible program as wei as siting. 

Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes: 

South African cities are experiencing high levels 

of urbanization, with large runbers moving from a 
surrounding rural environments, Therefore, it seems 

to me only natural to begin an architectural project 

that begins to take into account the spatial practice 

of the rural migrant, namely farming, and attempts to 

make it acceptable as an urban actiYity. 

Lefebvre's idea of representational space is 

caled upon here as continuous productiYe urban 

landscapes propose a kind of spatiality that is 

dominated and repressed through planning action 

(abstract space) io the South African city and as such ' 
not evidenced io the imageabllity of the city. This is 

yet another instance where spatial practice as an idea 
I:M!corTw!s important in negotiating a possible program. 

In conclusion, the aim of this research as mentioned 

previously, is to find a way to unfold new spatialities 

in the post apartheid city, in this instance the city of 

CapeTown. 

15 
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Introduction 

Migrants coming from rural situations, where 'Working 

the land' is traditionaly a primary economic activity 

and a source of food [through farming whether it 

be at a household I community I commercial level), 

abandon the embodied knowledge related to the land 

as it is perceived to be of little value in the city. In 

locating themselves in the city, they are forced riO the 
main due to unfavourable economic circumstances) 

to dwel in the periphery of the city in places referred 

to as informal settlements. Furthennofe, in the 

search for economic opportunities they often then 

seek wortc unfamiliar to what they already know. As a 

consequence they find themselves in a disadvantaged 

position, seldom capable of adapting and extending 

their socio-economic situation. They are at the 

margins of the fundamental transactions that both 

characterise and enable everyday life for the human 
being in a modem globalising world. 



Situation I Crlttcallmap 

A sharp and powerful dichotomy between what 

is considered urban and what is rural has served 
to hide, from urban residents and professionals, 
the many interconnected activities that make up a 
'food system'. The production of food is deemed 
'agriculturar; agriculture is assumed to only happen 

in rural areas and hence becomes a matter of rural 
policy, distinct and treated independently from urban 
policy and from urban problems. 

Agricultures is being increasing abandonment {as a 
practice from the rural condition) arising in a situation 
where it becomes difficult to maintain the landscape 

in a natural way. This signifies the loss of the natural 
relationship between man and earth, which ultimately 
is what, configures our landscape. 

Figure 3: C....,dltlo .. .,._. 
Olllry- "*--looot. '-"" ..,_ .. 
l"'ooii!!PP...t,....tflf ... '-""-· 
Mllkle ""-11M loo ~ hdoo .., allollly 
INolaaL 

Centre I Periphery 

This research seeks to advance the idea that a 
project for the periphery ought to be an urban project 

that maintains a balance between a city's peripheral 
growth and its central core. With the immiuent and 

prevailing concerns 01/ef food security, the high 

t.lf'banisalion rate witnessed at the periphery of the 

city by people moving primarily from the rural {with 
its historic relationship with the city as a resource 
provider) to the Ufban(consurnet') the spatial practices 

of the migrant can earn currency in the 01/efal 
production of the city. 

17 
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Proposition 

To re-establish an interdependent relationship 

between the city centre and its periphery through the 

mitigating strategies around food security. 
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Part 1: 
Peripheral Production J Central Consumption 

South African ClUes 

South African cities, including Cape Town, are 

born of the kind of spatiality Lefebvre refers to as 
'abstract space', or 'representations of space'. 
(Lefebvre 1991, 49) This signifies a geometric and 

homogeneous space of separation and power, built 
upon a dominance of the visual, of formal relations 

amongst objects organised on the basis of technical 

knowtedge (See Figure 2]. This legacy has ensured 

the dominance of abstract space to the form of the 

modem city. Abstract space is exemplified by the 

homogenization and division involved in the capitalist 

commercialisation of land and the construction of 

alieiWing environments in which the possibilities for 
altematille spatialities are repressed. 

The collapse of the artificial boundary that racially 

defined a society of 'two' cultures has made space 
tor the flowering of a heterogeneous society. Sixteen 

years into democracy, this emerging tendency 

toward5 space for a heterogeneous society has 

begun to broaden the mix and extend the range of 

possibilities for dweq in the 'Of!!¥( South Africa. 

This 'newness' is predicated predominantly by the 

economic necessities of survival tor those located in 

the periphery of the city. (Low 2005) 

The question that arises is how in contempor~ 
South African architecture can this heterogeneous 
space become evidenced in the form of post 

apartheid Cape Town . 



Figure 5: c.,. T- • 

"-Pr-----· 
~ ..... ~2010) 

In seeking to shift the legacy of abstract space, 

Lefebvre suggests three strategies (Lefebvre 1991). 

In the first instance Lefebvre suggests that we could 

consider exploiting what the 'contradictQIY' nature of 
abstract space, the material inconsistencies of the 

Wltf in which cities are organised. (See Figure 2.) 

In the dialectic of centrality, for example, Lefebvre 

sees not simply as a contradiction in space but a 

contradiction of space. For me this contradiction 

signifies a domination of spatial practice from 

becoming imageable in its context In many different 

historical contexts, Lefebvre suggests, the centre 

'concentrates wealth, means ot action, knowledge, 

information and culture' (Lefebvre 1991). The 

relation with the periphery, created through the 

assertion of dominance by the centre, is potentially 

explosive, potentialy drillerl by a dialectical conflict, 

or potentialy burst asunder as a consequence of pure 

opposition. 

The other potential source of change follows from 

Lefebvre's concept of 'representational space'. 

Lefebvre describes representational space as a 

'space as directly lived through its associated image 

and symbols, and hence the space of "inhabitants" 

and "users". This is the dominated - and hence 

passively experienced - space which the imagination 

seeks to change and appropriate'. (Lefebvre 1991, 

41) In representational space we find a spatiality 

which draws on cultural and historical resources, 

the possibility and memory of WltfS of living in space 
other than those dictated by the clorniNW order, 

designated as representations of space. Furthermore 

alongside representational space Lefebvre describes 

another kind of space which he cals spatial practice 

(how space is produced and used in particular 

societies). This I see yet as a possible strategy in the 

aim to address the dominant abstract space. 

The third strategy caled upon by Lefebvre what he 

defines as spatial practice. Here Lefebvre brings into 

view the body and the unconscious to signify the 

possibility of space beyond the dominant, abstract 

space. The body is drawn upon as it is a liYed, 
sensual realm. The body is potentialy disruptiYe of 
the visualy based ordering which underpins abstract 

space. The unconscious, on the other hand, signifies 

this possible other space because it is produced, like 
the individual unconscious. Through the denial of 

domination (by the ego; by rational space), affectivity 

along with the sensual realm, cannot accede to 

abstract space and so informs no symbolism. 

(Lefebvre 1991, 51) 

Conclusion 

In the search for potentialy new spatialities, Lefebvre 

identifies three possible strategies to consider. Firstly 

Lefebvre points to the subversion of the agency of 
abstract space through the inherent 'contradictions of 

space' the practice represents. Alternatively, Lefebvre 

puts it to us that there is representational space 

which suggests a way of working that acknowledges 

inhabitants of a space as wei as their reading of that 

space together with cultural and historical readings 

of that space. Furthermore, Lefebvre presents an 

emergent agency of spatial practice. This strategy 

concerns itself with the body and the unconscious, 

as they represent real space which is otherwise 

dominated by abstract space. 

Idea to take forward 

Lefebvre's analysis of the triad of space leaves one 
with the impression that the three spaces strategies 

can operate independently, that is to say one can 

choose to use representational space strategy over 
spatial practice and so on, and at same level of 

hierarchy. In locating Lefebvre's theory in architecture, 

one has to bear in mind the instrumentalities of the 

wider profession of the built environment. A hierarchy 

needs to be in place for the triad of space to be useful 

outside theoretical discourse. 

Therefore, in seeking to chalenge the dominant 

practice of abstract space over representational 

space and spatial practice, it is imperative to 

understand that space is not a thing in itself, i.e. 

autonomous, independent of economic, social and 

natural forces, but that the production of potentialy 

new spatialities is social located and produced. It is 

based It is my contention that as an architect, spatial 

practice should inform the 'contradiction in space' 

inherent in abstract space as wei as representational 

space. This comes out of conviction that lived space 

is socially produced, and as such it takes primacy 

over the other two types of space. 

21 
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Urban I Rural I Acrfculture 

Agricultural Primacy 

Furthermot'e, he asserts that the advent of farming 

encouraged hunter-gatherers to abandon nomadic 

lifestytes and to choose to settle near others ~ 

by agricultural production. The increased population 

density encouraged by farming and the increased 
output of food per unit of land, created conditions that 

seem more suitable for city-like activities. 

.A.ccording to Vere Gordon Childe, for a settlement to 

qualify as a city, it must have enough surpluses of 

materials to support trade (Pacione 2001, 16). Bairocr&' 

points out that, due to sparse population densities 

would have persisted in pre-Neolilhic, hunter.;gatherer 
societies, the amount of land that would be required 

to produce enough food for subsistence and trade for 

a large population would make it impossible to control 

the flow of trade. 

To ilkJstrate this point, Bairoch offers an example: 

'Western Europe during the pre-Neolithic, (where] 

the density must have been less than 0.1 person 

per square kilometer" (Bairoch 1998, 13}. u~ this 
population density as a base for calculation, and 

designating 10% of food towards surpkJs for trade 

and assuming that there is no farming taking place 

among the city d\Nelers, he calculates that •in order 

to maintain a city with a population of 1,000, and 
without taking the cost of transportation inlo account, 

an area of 100,000 square kilometers would have 

been required. When the cost of transpot'tation is 
taken inlo account, the figure rises to 200,000 square 
kilometers. . 



Urban Primacy 

In her boo.k T1le Economy of Cities, Jane Jacobs 
makes the controversial claim that city-formation 

preceded the birth of agriculture. Jacobs does not 
lend her theory to any strict definition of a city, but 

her account suggestively contrasts what could only 
be thought of as primitive city-like activity to the 
activity occurring in neighbouring hunter-gatherer 

settlements. 

To argue this view, Jacobs suggests a fiCtitious 

scenario where a valued natural resource leads 
to primitive economic activity--in her example, 
the resource is obsidian. The stock of obsidian is 

controled and traded with neighbouring hunting 
groups. Hunters who do not control the stock travel 
great distances to barter what they have, valuing 
obsidian because it *makes the sharpest tools to be 

had" (Jacobs 1968, 23). This activity brings more 
people to the centre as jobs are created and goods 

are being traded. Among the goods tra<!e<f are 
seeds of all different sorts, stored in unprecedented 

combinations. 

In various WB!fS, some accidental, the seeds are 
sown, and the variation in yields are observed more 
readily than they would be in the wild. The seeds that 
yield the most grain are noticed and trading them 

begins to occur within the city. Owing to this local 
dealing, the city dwelers find that their grain yields 
are the best, and for the first time make· deliberate 

and conscious selection. The choices made now are 
purposeful, and they are made among various strains 
of already cultivated crosses, and their crosses, 
mutants and hybrids (Jacobs 1968, 23). 

Figure 8: ,....... "--ice. Ew.ny ...... ._.... ........ ._ ... ~. Pwt.,- ............ ..,. AMIIoool ._.....,.. 

Conclusion 

Barioch et at in their thesis about city formation, 

put forward the notion that agricultural activity 
necessarily need to be at an advanced stage yielding 

a great surplus, so as to support human activity. 
This argument puts agricultural economies as a 
prerequisite for cities to emerge. In her research on 
developing a theory of city economic growth, Jane 

Jacobs counters this argument as she uncovers 
an unsettling observation which posits that Mal 
economies, including agricultural work, are directly 

built upon city economies and city work (Jacobs 
1968, 3). 

One school of thought in support of Bairoch's idea, 

holds that cities evolved ~. but directly, out of 
vilages that were at first simple agricultural units 
but gradualy grew both larger and more complex. 
Another school holds that cities were organized by 

non-agricultural warriors who put peasants to work for 

them, in return protecting the peasants from warriors. 
In either version, the food produced by agricultural 
work and workers is presumed to have been an 
indispensable foundation for cities. 

This sequence- first agricultural villages, then town, 
then cities - ostensibly explains only the first cities, as 
argued by Jacobs. But this assumption has affected 
ideas of what cities are and what may be their place 

in the economic scheme of things now, as well as 

historicaly. If it is true that cities could not have been 
developed before agricultural settlements appeared, 
then it folows also that cities would differ from lesser 

settlements primarily by being bigger and more 
complicated, or by being the seats of power. 

Jacobs makes a convincing argument, in the main 
that cities have long been acknowledged as primary 

organs of cultural development; that is to say, of the 

vast and intricate colections of ideas and institutions 
caled civilization. They are also primary economic 

organs. To elaborate on this, she touches upon 
modem and historical relationships between city and 
Mal work; then speculates what those relationships 
must have been in prehistoric times; and finaly 
suggests vkfy the conventional and contrary theory 

took hold. 

Idea to take forward 

Jacobs's observation which posits that Mal 
economies, including agricultural work, are directly 

built upon city economies and city work gives a firm 
backing to my research. The evidence she puts 

forward, although of an anecdotal nature, seems to 

me to be more plausible as compared to the thesis 
put forward by Bairoch et at. 

2S 
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Mapping 

In his seminal text, James Comer (Comer 1999, 213) 

puts forward a compeling argument for the agency of 

mapping, as it is instrumental in the construing and 

constructing of lived space. 

He describes the function of mapping as less to mirror 
reality but rather as an active process which seeks to 

engender the reshaping of the world in which people 

live. In a sense, the agency of mapping has ttle 
potential to emancipate potentials, enrich experience 

and diversify worlds, as it seeks to uncover realities 
previously unseen, or unimagined. The capacity to 

reformulate what exists is the main aim of mapping, 

thus mapping unfolds potential (Corner, 1999: 215). 

F'lgUI'e 7: M ....... to -""111 ........... ..... 
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Conclusion 

Through rendering visible multiple and sometimes 

disparate field conditions, mapping allows for 

an understanding of terrain as only the surface 

expression of a complex and dynamic imbroglio of 

social and natural processes. In visuafizing these 

interrelationships and interactions, mapping itself 

participates in any future unfolding. 

Idea to take forward 

For me, James Comers' (Corner 1999) account of the 

agency of mapping as a way of working, serves as 

a precedent, when seeking to spatialise Lefebvre's 

triad of space. Essentially this process is an attempts 

to understand the existing condition thr«?U9h a 

representation of abstract space and spatial practice, 

taking into account seemingly unrelated factors, 

with the aim of representing previously unimagined 

spatialities and in doing so unfolding the potential 

of the place. This process of unfolding starts to give 

clues of possible program as well as siting. 

,.,. ~- • 

Figure 8: ,._ .......... "-·New ....... 
(e-. :zeotl) 
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Landscape 1 Spatial Practice 1 Food 1 City 

CPUls 

Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes [CPULs] 

(V•joen 2005) as presented by Andre Viljoen in his 

book of the same name are about urban food growing 
and local consumption. They include livestock, 

but consist largely of vegetation which is localy 
managed: mainly organic vegetables, fruit and trees, 

planted in rows, planted in groups, fields, patches, 
etc. Vegetation is chosen for its inherent extractable 

energy (i.e. it can be eaten) or its material quality (i.e. 

It can be worn), then grown, harvested, traded and 

consumed. The main production is carried out by local 
occupants who rent the land and 'M>fk it comcnercially 

within an indMdualy define local framework. 
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WhyCPULs? 

Producing food where one wants to eat it, or 
consuming food where it has just grown, establishes 

a healthy and sustainable balance of production and 
consumption. It is an effective and practical, but at the 
same time self-beneficial way of reducing the energy 
embodied in contemporary Western food production. 

This reduction of embodied energy is crucial for 

several reasons. The energy • mainly non-renewable 
- currently used for conventional food production, 
for example in Europe, exceeds by far the energy 
received in return from consuming the produced food. 
The unlimited, daily usage of non-renewable energy 

contributes significantly to global resource depletion 
and, through greenhoose gas emissions, to global 
warming. 

One might argue that concentrating on the energy 
consumed by current remote food production 
does not alow for the future development of 
environmentally clean energy technologies. Viljoen 
points out that firstly, such a position fails to recognise 

that the inequitable distribution and consumption of 
resources extends beyond energy usage, i.e. to raw 
materials, desirable land, water and food. Reducing 
the energy requirements of goods and processes 
shrinks the divide between those who have access 

to abundant energy supplies and those who do not, 

without limiting the availability of final products. 

CPLUs according to Vtljoen can also be sociologicaly 

productive: as their Ufban concept involves, amongst 

others, cultural, educational and leisure activities, 
shopping habits or diet and health concerns. Last 
but not least, they will be economicaly productive, 
provoking new strategic socio-economic thinking and 
changing local employment and product-cash now . 
CPULs will provide a completely different concept for 
the use of the city. 

Where will CPULs be? 

According The emphasis of CPULs on connection 
and movement, on uninterrupted routes between 
local urban centres, will influence their layout and 
positioning. Whilst they will hold areas sufficiently 
sized for many activities, there will be other parts 

which wil mainly provide continuous and direct 
urban connections. Both of these CPLU types 
will draw from wei-established, existing or ~ 
reclaimed open urban space. According to Viljoen, 

an extensive network of CPULs could be imagined 

as a contemporary city with every other road given 
over to farming, leisure, and pedestrian and cycling 

routes (in addition to occasional and emergency 
vehicular traffic) thereby connecting larger existing 

and new open spaces of any size and designation. It 
could look Nke Venice with the canals transformed to 

become fields. 

However, reclaiming and recycfing those areas poses 

two problems: the proposed sites could be toxic 

and their current mono-use activities would have 

to be accommodated somewhere else, either by 
redesigning or relocation, Successful attempts to do 

this have taken place in various countries, mainly in 
connection with the necessary repair of existing urban 
tissue. 

Conclusion 

Cities that decide to support this concept of organic 
local farming, trading and seasonal consumption wil 
never be fuly self-sufficient in food production. They 

will stl be required to bring food into the city from the 
hinterland, but less of it and in a more focused, need 
oriented way. 

Furthermore, CPULs will not solely concentrate 
on addressing embodied energy in the first place. 

They will be environmentaly productive dealing not 
only with local food, but also with issues such as 

greenhouse gas (COJ reduction, improving air quality 
and humidity, noise filtering and biodiversity. 

Ideas to take forward 

South African cities are experiencing high levels 
of Ufbanization, with large numbers moving from a 
surrounding rural environments, Therefore, it seems 
to me only natufal to begin an architectural pro;ect 
that begins to take into account the spatial practice 
of the rural migrant, namely farming, and attempts to 
make it acceptable as an urban activity . 

Lefebvre's idea of representational space is 
caled upon here as continuous productive urban 
landscapes propose a kind of spatiality that is 
dominated and repressed through planning action 
(abstract space) in the South African city and as such 
not evidenced in the imageability of the city. This is 
yet anothef instance where spatial practice as an idea 
becomes important in negotiating a possible program. 

In conclusion, the aim of this research as mentioned 

previously, is to find a way to unfold new spatialities 
in the post apartheid city, in this instance the city of 
CapeTown. 
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Condudtnc Thoulfrts 

1 am convinced that if we as architects are to begin to 

re-create our cities from being contested terrains of 
exclusivity characterized by competing cultural values 

to places of inclusivity that have the capacity to 
accommodate a range of varying livelihoods, we have 
to come to terms with the fOfm of the city as it today. 

FurthermOfe, we ought to look fOf solutions within our 

situation. Here we are reminded of Lefebvre as he 
sees as one possible strategy of new spatialities, the 
'contradiction in space' of abstract space. 

In seeking to challenge the dominant practice of 

abstract space over representational space and 
spatial practice, it is imperative to understand 
that space is not a thing in itself, i.e. autonomous, 

independent of economic, social and natural fOfces, 

but that the production of potentialy new spatialities 
is social located and produced. It is my contention 

that as an architect, spatial practice should inform 
the 'contradiction in space' inherent in abstract space 
as wei as representational space. This comes out of 
conviction that lived space is socialy produced, and 

as such it takes primacy over the other tYttO types of 
spaces. 

Food is it is a cross cutting issue, can begin to bring 

our post apartheid South African cities out of its 

alienating constructs and provide a bases for new 
spatialities. New not in the sense that this does not 
exist else, new in the sense that South African cities 
should begin to accommodate the hopes and dreams 
of al who live in them. 
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Introduction 

The contemporary understanding of the term architect 
comes about largely as an inYention of the Italian 
Renaissance. Since that period, the architect and 

the architectural drawing are thought to be twins. 

Interdependent, they are representative of the 

same idea - that architecture results not from the 

accuroolated knowledge of a team of anonymous 
crafts people wor1dng together on a construction site, 
but is the artistic creation of an individual architect 
in command of drawing who designs a building as a 
whole, removed from the construction process. From 
the 15th century to the 21st, the architect has made 
drawings, models and texts- not buildings.2 

Hegel believed that architecture, more than any 
other visual art, 'whether because of its content or its 

representation, is, by its nature, intrinslcaly symbolic'. 

He asserts that: 'the first, original requirement of 
art is that an idea, a thought born from the spirit, be 

produced by man as his work and set in motion by 

him, just as in language it is the idea as such that 

man communicates and renders understandable to 
other. Art must not only use pure signs, but also give 

to the signified a corresponding tangible presence. 
In other words, architecture as art must be an image 

that is understandable in its context. 

Issue 

In the digital age of advanced technological 
processes, it increasingly difficult to construct 

architecture that is responsive to context. 

Proposition 

Art architecture that seeks inflection through the 

sketch. 

• 
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Architectural Sketch 

Marie Hewitt asserts that it is a paradox of modern 
architecture that, in an age dominated by rationalist 
theory, the sketch has become a legitimate means of 
expressing complete architectural concepts (Hewitt, 
1989: 163). The concept sketch, encapsulating many 
of the formal, theoretical and phenomenological 

aspects of a design in a single stroke, now occupies 

an important place in the canon of architectural 
representation. The sketch is fresher, more vivid, and 

more personal than the mechanistically produced 
presentation drawing. In a sense, this seemingly 

infot'mal and irrational drawing type can be proof 
of the clarl)l and objectivity of method which has 
been a halmark of twentieth- century theory. And, 

as important, the sketch can express the romantic, 

avantiJ81'de gesture of creative indMdualism 
that nearly al contemporary artists cultivate. The 

architectural sketch can therefore be a site for 

inflection. 

Conclusion 

With the advent of abstract, gestalt conceptualization 
fostered by the Bauhaus system, and the avant-garde 
linkage between abstract art and architecture, the 

idealized first sketch took on greater significance -
somehow closer to the pure idea behind a design. 

Archilects make idea sketches in order to facilitate 
thinking. Especially in the ear1iest stages of design, 

when mental images and vague intuitions of a 

concept are al that inhabit the imaginalion, the sketch 
is the litmus test and first !Nirllestalion of an idea. 
A set of crude, incomplete and imperfectly formed 

drawings can aid in the crystalization of a formal 
concept. 

Ideas to take forward 

S7 
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The sketch is significant in architectural 
representation as it is a cogent way to capture illusive 
intuitive concepts that occupies the imagination. 
These concepts can then be clarified and begin to 
form a coherent architectural concept. 

My understanding is that the sketch can bring into 
reality the unconscious, that is to say the sketch 
can lead to the production of the imagination. Here 
1 am reminded of Lefebvre when he talks about the 
potential in representational space strategy to bring 
about new spatialities. 

It follows then that the act of making an architectural 
sketch is a useful tool in seeking new spatialities. 

31 
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Bulldln1 the Site 

The act of building, like agriculture, tends to be a 

somewhat anachronistic procedure, one that by 

standards of techno-science cannot be truly regarded 

as being "high-tech" (Frampton, Spector and Lynne 

1998 , 13). We need look no further than to the typical 
foundation in order to have proof of this. I am aluding 

to the tangled mass of mud, rock, and pre-existing 

pipes, etc., that even today is stil the prelude to 

almost every building operation. It is precisely this 

schism between wet and dry construction, together 

with the split between craft-practice and industrial 

technique that compels one to acknowledge the 

hybrid character of building. Within this mixed activity, 

it is possible to apply various levels of production to 

different parts of a given work, not only for reasons of 

economy and efficiency but also for the realization of 

certain expressive values. 

Technological maximization as an end in itself is 

categoricaly opposed to the expressive potential 

of the consciously hybrid approach, since the 
latter yields a range of forms that are more open to 

inflection. The very opposite of this mediatory attitude 

is made evident by the maximization of technique. 

Frampton illustrates this point by referring to the 

optimization of air-conditioning in hot-dry c~mates 

where protection from the sun has been traditionally 

provided by thick walls, overhangs, and cross

ventilation, of late by the provision of brise soleH and 

by the possibility of opening and closing windows 

and shutters at wil (Frampton, Spector and Lynne 

1998). The capacity to open a structure to natural 

ventilation is equaly aucial in temperate climates. 

Similar observations may be applied to the traditional 

roof and its capacity to shield a building from the 

inclement weather. Moreover, al such responsive 

elements can be said to be automatically expressive 
of the climate and hence of the place in which the 

structure happens to be situated]. 
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From this it follows that technological maximization 

as such is often antithetical to the creation and 

maintenance of the place form. As against such 

maximizing techniques, often applied for economic 

or ideological reasons, we may posit the judicious 

application of technology to the real issues · 

confronting society. The chaUenge as presented by 

Frampton, is to maintain cultural quality in an epoch 

largely devoted to the instrumentalization of quantity 

(Frampton, Spector and Lynne 1998}. 

Conclusion 

Technological maximization, irrespective of whether 

it is bureaucratically enforced of ideologicaly . 

adopted, also has the tendency to reduce the 

creation of built-form to the production of freestanding 

objects, whether the object in question is merely 

a technological instrument or the occasion for a 

spectacular aesthetic display. Against this, we may 
posit the critical strategy of the place-form, the 

ecological obligation that each new structure be 

inscribed into its site in such a way as to permit the 

creation of an articulated earthwork. Thus Mario 

Botta's slogan "building the site" means to engender : 

. 
I 

a condition in which it is al but impossible to discern - · • • '-

where the ground ends and the building begins. ~ _ _ 

Hence the critical import of the tectonic and the 

topographical value in the development of the built 

form, or to put it more directly, the protective value 

of the roofwork and the sustaining value of the 

earthwork. 
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Ideas to take forward 

This evocation of the earthwof'k returns us to the 
issue of global urbanization and to the fact that the 
reintegration of land-form into built fabric is crucial 
today if we are to be able to mediate in arry way the 
consequences of megalopolitan development. Aside 
from the application of minimum standards, as these 
are essential to the regulation of highway construction 
and suburban zoning, regionallH'banization over past 
sixty years has shown little regard for the cultural 
and ecological impact that scattered suburban 
settlement has had on the overal character of the 
landscape. This impact has been felt on land that, 
within living memory, was almost exclusively devoted 
to agriculture or forestry. It is desirable that t?Nery 
architectural commission be conceived as a potential 
place-form, or that, where necessary, the VtiOrk should 
create its own micro-environment context In this 

sense, the art of landscape is absolutely critical. AJ. 

the same time one roost remain open to the use of 
advanced technique, particularly where judiciously 

applied and inflected so as to create a culturaly 
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Condudl"' Thoulhts 

What I take from this reading of representation is that 

when conceptualizing, the architect must navigate 
quite quickly through many issues. Many times these 
issues can be contradictory. The sketch can be 
instrumental in mediating this situation. 

Furthermore, while architecture is not immune to 
change in the technological sphere, it is important 

to remind ourself that there is no substitution for 
the ground when it comes to foundations. By this 
I mean to say that architecture is not a 'high-tech' 

persuit, but rather hybrid. This is most pertinent in a 
developmental state that South Africa is. 

When seeking novelty, I would argue the architect 
should rather concentrate his efforts on the existing 

condition. It is through the engagement with the 
site, that the architect can uncover potentialy new 
spatialities . 
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Abalimi 
Abalimi is a Non-Profit Organisation which works 
to empower the disadvantaged through urban 
agriculture and environmental programs and 
projects. It operates in the socialy and economicaly 

neglected townships of Khayelitsha, Nyanga and 
the surrounding areas on the Cape Flats near 
Cape Town. Abalimi means "the Planters• in Xhosa, 

which is the home language of the community 

Abalimiassists. 

Through Abalimi's experience, it can be seen that 
organic group gardening facilitates community 

building, and helps the personal grOINth and self 
esteem of individuals. Once produce has been 
harvested, approximately 50% gets packaged and 
sold on consignment through a project called Harvest 

of Hope, which has been set up in partnership with 
the South African Institute of Entrepreneurship (SAlE) 
and the Business Place Philippi, funded by the 

Pick 'n Pay Foundation and located at the node of 
Philippi. The other 50% is consumedby the farmers, 

sold localy or given to sick or poor people in their 
neighbourhoods. 

Harvest of Hopewas estabNshed to find and secure 
long term external markets for the farmers. The 
farmers provide produce such as carrots, lettuce, 
tomatoes, potatoes and much more. By 200912010, 
there will be between 150-200 farmers in about 20 
comt'OOl'lity gardens producing 600 boxes per week 
and earning up to R2000 or even R3000/month each. 

the last 25 years since its establishment in 
has helped the community to initiate 

~ain t~ of many thousands o.f 
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The Old Cement 
Factory Site 
The Old Cement FactOf)' site has been transformed 
into the Philippi Shopping Centre - a vibrant and 
relatively secure retail and services precinct. A 
magistrate court has also been located there by 

the improvement of one of the old buildings The 
department of Agriculture has an office here as wen. 
There is stil 11 hectares of vacant land, which have 
been purchased by lnvestec's social responsibility 
programme to create a "business place• and, in 
partnership with British American Tobacco, Abalimi 
Bezekhaya and the Sustainability Institute to also 
create a sustainable residential development using 
alternative building materials, energy sources and 
water systems. 
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Endnotes 
1 In the opening chapters [Part one 

especially] by his own admission, Bairoch puts 

forward loose hypotheses that do not say anything 

conclusive. He expects the reader trust that he is an 

authority at the subject at hand. 

contemporanea = the rediscovery of the ground in 2 For a further reading into these ideas 

contemporary architecture . Barcelona: G. G~i. c2006. read (Evans, Translations from Drawing to Building 

and Other Essays 1997). This to me signifies the 
Rykwert, Joseph. On Adam's House in Paradise: 

The Idea of the Primitive Hut in Architectural History. 

Cambridge. MA: The MIT Press, 1981. 

extension of the "Site" beyond the physical Nmit of the 

proposed artefact, into the drawing. 
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Appendix 

The following is a work produced, initially as part 

of UCT's School of Architecture and Planning, 

vertical studio. The work was subsequently 

commisioned for the AZA 2010 Moving Space 

Student Films Competion. 

The film, named Timmy, is about a character 

through which we are able to suspend disbelief 

and activate the imagination in an exploration of 

scale and contestations in the city. Both physi

cally and subconciously, he highlights aspects of 

the city, form a tan skyscraper to a sman cobble 

stone, and takes us from feelings of sorrow to 

those of joy. 

Through Timmy, we begin to re-read the spaces 

around us and notice potential for new spatiali

ties, those that appeal to our sensibilities, our 

human condition and our everyday encounters. 

As a conceptual narrative, Timmy serves to in

spire a paradigm shift in how we live and dweR in 

our cities. If we are to change the world we live 

in, change has to happen in our minds first as 

opposed to strategies of social engineering. 

Timmy does not seek to discard or destroy the 

comtemporary form of the city; he merely wants 

to add another layer as in a palimpsest. 

Synopsis 

Institution: 

Unlvenity of Cape Town 

Producer: 

Katlego Motene 

tim my 
Timmy trle$ *' play 

Trnmy Is a body lllrough which we a!CI)Iore scale and llo\ols UJ see lhe clty ttwogh his eyes, from his 

peBpeetiYe, a new 'l'!ewpQinl He allows UJ '-' obseMI things that one woUdl\1 usualy be mn r:A. Trnmy shows lhe 

negative and lhe positive aspects ollhe city thiOugh hiS conlact and interadlon wittl people and $paCtS. 1'lllough lhe 

public's f11SP011W 1o new slluations and 'people'. Timmy's nearaccijent wilh lhe motolcarweseelhelmpact lhe car has 

on lhe cky. Trnmy's mood changes when he ls qaolng In lhe public spaces ol the clty. We leam that ft Is in the smaJ 

Interactions v.ith people and situations lhat Trnmy frlds happiness and joy. Trnmy forces us 1o loot more llar1hly, 10 see 

C o n tact: the taws and potential o1 011' city. 

kallego.moteneQgmall.com metaphor I allegory 

0027 82 430 4530 - lnStllm!nt to testlhe city 
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Motivation I Concept 

The film tlrnrny Is billed on an al1llmpt kl (re)nld the COIIIIIIIIIJOI'IIIY SouCh African dtf and to (re)dltlgn the ulstng 

spatiallties. We seethe Moving 5l*e s11o1t ftm compelllon as an oppotllriy to engage wllh the isiU8 of ,_ kl 

(re)cmlt the dly ~ the medllln of ftlm. usllg a c:oocepcualll8lllllf'le'. The COIIfeliiPOIII y spatialities olthe dtt n 

being contested by dillen!nt compelllg aAiinl values that 1118 irloMid In the lral ••• i8lion of the aper1held's legacy of 

homogeneity and ileqtitf. The City o1 cape Town ptOYidet a IIUilg as lis our base, • also has Hal beginnllgl to 

.. other South African Cities' . 

In lefeiM8 we find an~ wilh a theoleti:al idea of (re)lnwillllollll tpiCa (space as dir8clty Wed! which has~ 

n!SOilllilCe w1111 011' (re)Mwch ' asK holds great palentialln generating new spalialilles, dlllnli il what he rele!s 1o as 

'abstract tp~Ce', or 'repreMntalion$ of space'. The taller lignify a geomeiR: and homogeneous 'PIC' of tepall6on and 

power, bu• upon a dolnlnance of the ~ of foimal relations amongst otljects Olg8lllsed on the baslt of technical 

knowledge. 

As LefeiMe seelc$10 del8imine the IOUI'Ce of polentially new spatlalilies, the body and the UIICOIItCioul come lnlo 

view 10 efgnlfy the posstllity of spece beyond the domlnaot. abmct spece. He dlaws upon the body ask Is a lved, 

_. i'Mim beyond and polentially dlsruptlye of the ~ bated Oidel1ngt which oodeipln abetracl, Of conceMid 

tp~Ce. The IJlCOiliCious abo ~ this poaille other space because lis produced, llke the inciMduallllCOilSCioul.. 

Thia idea of (re~ space in'liles alality I)I'CiiliiAlg '*about'- l¥11 might lmlr,jlna space changing. Evely 

time we lllCMI around In the dtf we polenlaltt use spaoas ditleninlly, lmlr,jlne them difnnty. W8lcing down lhe slleel 

dlllelvnlly. W8lldiJ<I patt another per100, next lo me,lhen far IIWWY· W8lcing past and not aseilg. Walkiig past and 

ll88i~YJ. Walkilg past and hiling ln!ide. Walking past and smiling. Stopping In the slleel Not walkilg. Drivi1g ... 

Dreaming. 

for visual treatment please see film on link below 

htlp ://www.youtube .com/watch?v=3MLL 1 8PbEn4 

Soo.,_ 
.... 3JOI!,p31 _ _ Ciioo __ , .. ... ,......, ___ ... .... __ .. .. .__ .. _. 
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